Ballard Community School District
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701 Ballard Drive
Huxley, Iowa 50124
Telephone: 515.597.2971 ext. 2139
Email: nboock@ballard.k12.ia.us Twitter: @BHSbombers

Bomber Football Fans,
Due to the construction at the middle school, parking will be at a premium on Friday night
football home games. There will be some changes for this season as we try to manage the
football crowds and navigate around the construction at the middle school. We know that the
parking situation will not be ideal for this season. We ask that you be patient and use common
sense when parking.
In the attached maps, there will be areas marked where spectators can park. Please try to park
in those areas. One area to note is the area that is marked for handicap and elderly parking.
We will not have anyone monitoring these areas but we ask you to please respect our wishes
to leave this area for people who truly need it. Please be courteous and think of others who
have a difficult time getting around. This will make their trip easier into Richard Strouse
Stadium. They want to enjoy the games as much as you do.
Near the end of the varsity football game, there will be a few changes when you leave
Richard Strouse Stadium. The road leading into the stadium will turn into a one-way, twolane out only road. We will have a Huxley police officer on North Fifth Avenue directing
traffic to allow you to get out at a quick rate. Vehicles that will be heading south (turning left)
will be in the left lane of the road and vehicles wanting to head north (turning right) will be in
the right land of the road. The officer will help control the follow of traffic out of the stadium.
No cars will be allowed to turn into the stadium at this time.
For anyone who needs to get picked up and given a ride home after the game, we ask that
they walk to the front of the 3C’s by using the sidewalks and grass areas to maneuver over and
avoid walking through the parking lot (they will be extremely busy). Again, you will not be
allowed to turn into the stadium off North 5th Avenue towards the end of the varsity game.
Please coordinate with whoever you are picking up to meet you in front of 3C’s.
After the field has been tore down for the night, the Ballard custodial staff will lock the entry
gate leading into the parking lot. Please do not leave your parked car in the parking lot for the
night or it will get locked in for the remainder of the weekend.
Again, we ask for your patience during this time. If you choose to park in a residential area,
please be respectful of everyone and their property and please obey all marked roadway signs.
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